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Promising Altcoins Quick Analysis
The following altcoins are not in any particular order, to us they're all promising
Litecoin (LTC)
"Aliant Payment Systems, a U.S. based provider of merchant services and credit card
processing, announced today that it is now offering its merchants the ability to accept Litecoin
payments."
With the upcoming LitePay, and further adoption of the lightning network we're very optimistic
on Litecoin's future.
Neo (NEO)
NEL a Neo development group recently released their development report and in it they said
that they're speeding up their development for NEO - you can view the full report here. We're
very optimistic on Neo as it has extremely strong fundamentals and team.
Ethereum (ETH)
Ethereum's official Mist wallet is updating soon to allow for instant network connection which
means you'll be able to see your wallet balances and transactions instantly. Check out their
official posting on GitHub. Also keep an eye out for Raiden Network releasing.
Monero (XMR)
Monero meetup in Berlin on February 8th, Cake Wallet is pushing out an update soon on iOS.
Check out more news on Reddit.
Waltonchain (WTC)
Walton has a lot of things upcoming for Q1 including:
● Making the genesis block and parent chain operational
● Converting from ERC20 token to WTC coins
● Operational release of masternodes
● Airdrop reward payout to masternodes
View more in regards to Waltonchain on their Reddit page
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ZenCash (ZEN)
ZenCash community call tomorrow at 1pm EST, check out Zen's Reddit here. The reason we
are optimistic about ZenCash and Monero is that they're both anonymous tokens that a lot of
the market is turning to in these times of mounting regulations.
Zilliqa (ZIL)
Zilliqa, a coin that we recently reviewed, has been added to the Cheddur app. ZIL is not on very
many exchanges currently so watch out for it getting added to a major exchange.
0x (ZRX)
0x is one of the early decentralized exchanges that came out on the Ethereum platform and it is
primarily meant for the trade of Ethereum tokens, decentralized exchanges such as 0x provide
solutions to some of the problems that plague centralized exchanges which you can read about
in this article.
Nebulas (NAS)
Nebulas is trying to build the google of blockchains - creating a searchable blockchain platform
as well as one that is byzantine fault tolerant is certainly a tough task but the NAS team lead by
former members of NEO is very strong. Although it is partly based in China - they are
headquartered in San Francisco and are actively building out their platform as well as attending
events. We recently did an analysis on NAS and we're very optimistic in regards to its future.
Note:
This is just a list of some of the altcoins that we think are promising - we weren't paid to shill any
of these coins nor are we advising you to buy any of these coins. The thoughts expressed here
are solely our own.
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